Non-covalent interaction between procyanidins and apple cell wall material: Part I. Effect of some environmental parameters.
The adsorption of procyanidins on cell wall material were quantified by bringing into contact a solution of procyanidins and a suspension of cell wall material. The influence of structural features such as degree of polymerisation (DP) and percentage of galloylation (% gall), and of physico-chemical parameters such as pH, ionic strength, temperature and presence of ethanol were investigated. The amount of procyanidins bound to the cell wall increased with the DP, the % gall, and the proportion of (+)-catechin, the last indicating an effect of the stereochemistry of the flavan-3-ols. Complex formation between procyanidins and cell wall material was not affected by pH in the range 2.2-7 but it was decreased by urea, dioxane and ethanol. Adsorption increased with increasing ionic strength and decreased with increasing temperature. This indicated that the bonds which governed the interaction between procyanidins and cell wall material were weak energy bonds of the type hydrogen bond and hydrophobic interaction.